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ABSTRACT 
In this note we introduce in a polynomial setting the notion corresponding to the 
addition of transfer matrices. Our approach completely fits into the framework of 
finite-dimensional linear systems as put forward by J. C. Willems. 
INTRODUCTION 
Suppose we have two linear finite-dimensional systems C, and X2 with 
transfer matrices T, and T,. Now we do the following: we feed a common 
arbitrary input u to X, as well as to X2, and we add the resulting outputs. A 
classical description of this overall system is given by T, + T,, the sum of the 
two transfer matrices. 
In the sequel we will replace this approach by another fitting better into 
the theory of linear systems as advocated by J. C. Willems and coworkers. It 
will appear that this new approach includes the classical addition of transfer 
matrices as well. 
The rest of this paper consists of two parts. In the first part we briefly 
introduce our notion of finite-dimensional time-invariant discrete-time linear 
systems and give some results, especially about controllability, to be used in 
the second part, in which we introduce the notion of transfer-like sum after 
introduction of the more general notion of restricted sum of linear systems. 
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LINEAR SYSTEMS 
We will consider discrete-time lumped dynamical systems as put forward 
in [l]. In this view, a dynamical system is a triple C = (T, [wq, 9) with T the 
time axis, K!” the signal space, and 9 2 (rW9>T the behavior. We will only 
consider the cases T = Z and T = Z,. We will assume that the system is 
linear (9 is a linear subspace), time-invariant [g kg ~9 with ok the 
k-shift (k(~ T): ((off) =f(t + k)], and complete (see [l]). Equivalently, 
we assume that 9 ~99 with 99 the set of all shift-invariant closed 
subspaces of (rW91T, equipped with the topology of pointwise convergence. 
It is well known (see [l]) that _5?q coincides with the kernels of the 
polynomials in the shift, i.e., 9 ~29 if and only if there exists for some g a 
polynomial matrix R(s, s-l> E Iwgx4[s, s-l] when T = Z [or a polynomial 
matrix R(s) E Rgx9[s] when T = Z,] such that 9 = kerR(c, o-i> [or 
kerR(o) when T = Z,] with R(a, (T-‘XRC)) viewed as a map from (Iw ) 9= 
[(R9)‘+] to ([wq)’ [([W~)E+]. In th e 1 anguage of [l] this means that X is 
described by the behavioral equations, so-called autoregressive relations: 
R(a, (T-‘)w = 0 [R(a)w= O]. (AR ) 
Without loss of generality one can take g such that R(s, s-l> [R(s)] has full 
row rank, hence such that g < y. The behavior 9 is autonomous if and only 
if g = 4, i.e., R(s, s-l) [R(s)] 1s a square matrix with full rank. 9 is 
controllable if and only if rank R( A, A-l) = g VA E C, A # 0 [rank R(A) = g 
VA E C]. See [I] for formal definitions of autonomous and controllable. 
A clarifying remark is in order here. The difference between the time axes 
Z and Z,, and hence between the rings [w[ s, sP1] and [w[ s], is reflected in 
the following: The system (TW = 0 is equivalent to o = 0 when the time axis 
is Z, but is different from o = 0 when the time axis is Z,. Every linear 
system on Z, however, can be expressed as R(a)o = 0, and therefore the 
proofs for results with respect to T = Z are very similar to the corresponding 
results when T = Z + In the sequel we will usually omit explicit reference to 
the case T = Z+. The reader hopefully can add the necessary modifications 
him- or herself. 
We say that a sequence w : Z + R9 has compact support when o(t) z 
0 for a finite number of values t E Z. Let 9 ~9’9; then /&compact):= {w 
E 91 o has compact support]. By 9’ we indicate the closure of 9Ccompact) 
with respect to the topology of pointwise convergence on [w9)“. Once can 
prove (see [l]) that 9” is controllable. It is easy to see that the controllable 
part of an autonomous system is equal to {O}. One can also prove (see [2]) that 
every 9 ~99 can be written as 9 = 9’ + 9” where 9’ is the control- 
lable part of z%’ [the closure of 9(compact>] and 9’” is autonomous. 
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In the rest of this part of the paper we will study in a bit more detail the 
interplay of controllable and autonomous behaviors. It makes sense (see 111) 
to speak of the maximal number of j&e variables of a given behavior 
~6’ ELP. One can prove that this number is equal to 9 - g, where g is the 
rank of a matrix R(s, s-l) such that ~3 = ker R(rr, u-’ ). The number of 
outputs is in this case equal to g. Hence, for instance, an autonomous 
behavior only has outputs and no free variables. One can prove the following 
(see 111): 
Let 9, and g2 from 2 9 have the same maximal number of free 
variables, and suppose that Bi = ker Ri(o, a-‘), i = 1,2, where R,(s, s-l> 
and R,(s, so’) have full row rank [hence the numer of rows of R,(s, s-l) is 
equal to the number of rows of R,(s, s-l>]. Suppose further that ~8~ ~9~. 
Then there is a matrix F(s, SC’) such that R,(s, s-l> = F(s, s-‘)R,(s, s-l). 
In the sequel we will also use the following result, worthwhile on its own 
as well. 
LEMMA 1. Let g’, E_Y~, and let SF E..F be such that 9” is au- 
tonomous. Then, with 97:=~%‘, +&Y, the following holds: The maximal 
number of free variables in LB is equal to the maximal number of free 
variables in 9,. 
Proof. Let U(s, s-l> be a unimodular matrix such that 
IJ((T, U -r)~r = {W = (u, y)( y = ( ZJ~) and pi(a)yi= O)}; 
where Vi, p,(s) is a nonzero polynomial. The existence of such a matrix easily 
follows when we realize that SB can be represented as the kernel of a 
polynomial matrix and further we use the fact that a polynomial matrix has a 
Smith form. It is evident that the maximal number of free variables of ~8 is 
equal to the maximal number of free variables of U( u, CT-~)AY, and the same 
holds true for ~3’~ as well. As 9’” is a finite-dimensional subspace, it easily 
follows that 
the maximal number of free variables in L%“, 
= the maximal number of free variables in ~8, 
and we are done with the proof. n 
Hence, by adding autonomous parts we do not increase the number of 
inputs. To be precise, adding autonomous behaviors to a given behavior 
leaves the number of outputs unchanged. This lemma also immediately 
implies that a behavior ~25’ ELF has the same number of outputs as its 
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controllable part 9”“. Notice that the proof above is considerably shorter than 
when using state-space realizations of 9i and 9’. The next lemmas are also 
easy consequences of the foregoing one. 
LEMMA 2. Let ~8’ = ~8~ + S2, where 9 and LZS’~ are controllable and 
~3’~ is autonomous. Then 9 =S1. 
Proof. Let 9 = ker R(a, o-r) and G’r = ker Rr(o, a-‘), then Lemma 
I implies that rank R,(s, s-r) = rank R,(s, s-i), and hence there is a square 
matrix F(s, 8-l) such that 
R(s, s-l) = F(s, s-l)R,(s, s-l). 
As 9 is controllable and rank R,( A, A-‘> is constant VA # 0 E 62, it follows 
that F(s, s-‘) is unimodular and hence 97 =gl, by which the proof is 
completed. n 
LEMMA 3. Let 9’ =S?” +A?’ with ~8’ controllable and B2 au- 
tonomous. Then ~8” =a’. 
Proof. 9” LB; he nce S”(compact) cg(compact) and therefore 9’ 
~9”. As the number of outputs of 9’ is equal to the number of outputs of 
B”, it follows that 3” = 9?‘, by which the proof is completed. n 
It is well known that for every G’ ~-9 there is at least one partitioning 
of the variables w = (u, y) such that 9 = ((u, y)lP(c~, c+-‘)y = 
Q<u, a-‘>u} with PCs, s-l>-‘Q(s, s-‘> a proper rational matrix. This matrix 
is the transfer matrix of ~8 given the splitting of o in (u, y). 
One can prove the following (see [I]): 
Let Bl and ~3’~ be two elements of 94. Then 9’; = 9; $ and only if 
every transfer matrix of Bl is also a transfer matrix of AF2. 
Very often the laws governing variables collected in w are described in 
terms of latent or auxiliary variables. Consider the following set of behav- 
ioral equations: 
R(a, a-‘)~ = M(a, u-‘)a (L) 
with R(s, s-l) E Rsxq[s, s-l] and M(s, s-l) E Rgxk[s, s-‘1. The variables 
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in a are called latent or auxiliary. Let 9 be defined as follows: 
LB = (0 E (W)“13 a E (lF8’)” such that (L) holds} 
One easily sees that 9 EZ’Y. This follows from the following observa- 
tions (see also [l]): 
(1) Let V(s, s-i) E Iwgx”[s, s-l] and V(s, s-i) E (Wkxk[s, s-l] be uni- 
modular; then 93’ is also described by the following behavioral equations: 
(2) In (1) one can take V(s, s-l) and V(s, s-l) such that U(s, s-l) 
M(s, s-‘)V(s, s-i ) is diagonal (Smith form). 
(3) Let 0 z p(s, s-r) E Iw[s, s-l]; then p(a, a-‘):(R)” --, (I@” is 
surjective 
Based on the above observations, one can eliminate the auxiliary variables 
and write 9 as the kernel of a polynomial matrix in the shift, and hence 
9 E_?P. 
Now the stage is set for the second part of this paper. 
RESTRICTED SUMS OF LINEAR SYSTEMS; TRANSFER-LIKE 
SUMS 
Let q, k, and 1 be integers greater than or equal to zero. By L, and L, 
we denote continuous linear shift-invariant operators from ([Wq)’ to (rWk )“, 
and by K, and K, we denote continuous shift-invariant linear operators from 
([wq)’ to (rW’>“. It is not difficult to prove that these operators can be 
represented by suitable polynomial operators in the shift operator o; see [z]. 
We now consider the following set, where G?~ ~24 and 9, E_P: 
(w E (FqLI 30, E gi, 3w, E .~%‘a such that 
0 = L,w, + L,w,, 
0 = K,w, + K,w2 
> 
. 
We call this a restricted sum of 9, and s2. From the first part of this paper 
it follows that this set is again an element from 2’“. 
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We give the following examples: 
(1) L, and L, are the identity operator; hence q = k. K, and K, are 
equal to the zero operators. Then the set above reduces to .@‘i + SZ, the 
ordinary sum of the subspaces ~8~ and ga. 
(2) L, and L, are the identity operator, and K, = -K,, where K, is 
also the identity operator. It is evident that in this case the set above reduces 
9i n SP, the intersection of Bi and ~‘a. 
Notice that L, = 1 = K, = -K, and L, = 0 also represents .3?i nS’a. 
In the sequel, however, we will study in greater detail the following 
example of a restricted sum. Let P,(s), Qi(s), P,(s), and Q2(s) be polyno- 
mial matrices, where P,(s) and P,(S) are square and conformable with 
nonzero determinants, and where Q,(s) and Qa(s) are conformable as well. 
We further define, for i = 1,2, 
hence, by assumption, Pi and Qi have the same number of rows. 
Now we define 
91 PcFZ~:= {( y,U)Iy = $/I + ye, ( yia”) EBi> i = la2}. 
It is evident that this is a special case of a restricted sum. Notice that this sum 
depends on a particular splitting of the variables in w = ( y, U) where the 
dimension of u is equal to the maximal number of free variables, and the 
variables in y can be considered outputs. Notice also that we do not demand 
that the rational matrices P,(s)-‘Q(s) b e ro p p er; hence causality is not an 
issue here. 
The next theorem gives one representation of 9, ? 9a. As a preliminary 
result we state without proof (see [3]) the following lemma, which goes back 
at least to Rosenbrock [4]. 
LEMMA. Let R(s) be a greatest common tight divisor ofP,(s) and P,(s). 
Then there is a unimodular matrix 
Ws) = 
Ull(S) &L(s) 
U,,(s) U,,(s) 1 such that U( ii) = (f ). 
THEOREM. Let ~5’~ ? ~8~ be defined as above, and let U and R be as in 
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the previous lemma Then 
.-@‘, 492 = {(W)lU2,P,Y = (U,,Q1 - U&)4 
and 
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ldet Us, P,l = 
det P, det P, 
det R ’ 
Proof. Applying the elimination procedure as at the end of the first part 
of this note, we find 
9 = 
i 
(YJ4 3(Yla Y2) suchthat [i %,i(i) = [ ir “?)i::)] 
= 
i 
(YxU) 3(Y,, Yd suchthat (gr -i;)(i) = [i i;)(i:)]. 
Define 
v.= z 0 4 1 0 U’ 
where U is as in the previous lemma, and premultiply the latter equations 
with V. Notice that in this case det R # 0; hence 
Now it is time to have a closer look at 
As U is unimodular, we have that rank(U,,, U,,) = p:= rank P, = rank P2. 
As det P, and det P, are both nonzero, it follows that p = 
rank W,,( - P2 P;l, I>; hence rank U,, = rank U,, = p. Without loss of gener- 
ality we take det U = 1. 
Define A:= U,, - U,,U&’ U,,. Then the following matrix equation holds 
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true: 
Hence (det U,, det A( = 1. Notice further that 
= U,,P, + U1,P, = R. 
Therefore ldet A det P,J = Idet R). Hence ldet U,, P, .I = ldet P, det P,l/ 
ldet RI. n 
An immediate consequence is that when T = Z, and P,-IQ,, i = 12, are 
proper, the McMillan degree of G’i q 9s cannot exceed the sum of the 
McMillan degrees of 9’, and ~27~. Equality holds if and only if R is a unit, 
viz., if P, and P, are coprime. Of course, we also use here the fact that the 
transfer matrix of G’i 1C ~8~ is the sum of the transfer matrices of S’i and 
B2, as can be seen by an easy calculation using the representation of 
9, ? ~8~ in the previous theorem. 
When T = Z the situation is a bit more complicated. In that case the 
McMillan degree of, say, 9, is not necessarily equal to the degree of det P,. 
Details concerning T = Z are left to the reader. 
By means of an example we will show that our transfer sum does more 
than just add transfer matrices. This follows of course also when one takes 
Qi = Q = 0. In th a case we are de facto adding two autonomous behaviors. t 
EXAMPLE. 
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After some easy calculations one finds 
Lq PLq = {(y,u)(((T- l)(o-2)y = (CT- 1)U). 
From [l] and [2] we learn the following: 9’ ~9’9 is controllable if and 
only if there is a polynomial matrix M(s, s-l> such that 
9’ = (W E (R9)“(3a E (Rk)’ with w = M(o, a-+~}. 
We call this a moving-average representation of 9. 
Applying this knowledge to our example, we see that 9r and 9s are 
controllable but .%‘r PS2 is not controllable. 
When we write down the AR relations of LZ’~ and g2, we immediately 
see that P,(s) and P,(s) are not relatively prime. But when these matrices 
are coprime, controllability of ~8’~ US2 is not guaranteed, as can be seen 
from the next example: 
EXAMPLE. 
u-2 
92:= (YrpYz>u) 0 
i I( 0 1 y1 o-1 1 Ii I Y2 u 
After some calculations we find 
(a-2)(cr- 1) 0 2a-3 
0 (a-2)(a-1) 2u-3 
Yl 
x Y2 (1 i =o u 
As the AR matrix loses rank at A = 2 and A = 1, it is clear that this 
= 
= 
co ) 1 
q o 1 . 
transfer-like sum is not controllable. 
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After some additional calculations we find 
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(‘Gq P.a?2)c = 
Notice that the McMillan degree of 9i ? LZ’~ is equal to 4, as it should be, 
because P, and Pz are coprime. Notice also that det Pi = det Pz, and hence 
i I( 1 -1 0 Yl (YlJ Yz,U) 0 (a_ 2)(a_ I) 2a_3 I( i 1 Yz =o. U 
these latter polynomials are not coprime. 
Finally we come with a positive result concerning the controllability of 
transfer-like sums. 
THEOREM. Assume that .Bj, i = 1,2, are given by Bi = ((y, u)lP$a)y 
= Q&cr)~}, where det P,(s) and det P, are coprime. Assume also that S’r 
and B2 are controllable. Then Bi P S2 is controllable as well. 
Proof. As rank(P,(h), -Q,(h)) is full t/O # A E C, it follows (see for 
instance [3]) that there are matrices A and B such that 
Pl -91 
A B 
is unimodular, i.e., has an inverse 
i 
Vu 
v2, 
of which each element is a dinomial, 
It is now easy to prove that 
v12 
V 22 I 
i.e., a polynomial in s and s-l. 
sl = ((y,u)~3a with (u”) = (;:)a}. 
Using for instance p. 656 of [5], we also know that we may take det V,, = 
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det Pi. In the same way 
where det T7,, = det P,. It is now easy to write 
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down a representation of 
y=V,,a+C - 12 a, 
o=v22a-~22&, 
u = v22ff 
) 
We define 
B’((Y,&):= ((a, G)JV,cz= Gs2&} and M:= 
Then 9i P g2 = MG’(a, &).-As (det P,, det Pz) is by assumption a coprime 
pair and hence (det V,, det V,,) as well and as V,, and V,, are full-rank 
matrices, it follows that 9((u, &> is controllable. Therefore B((Y, &> has a 
moving-average representation: 
for some polynomial matrix Z. Hence 93’1 -? B2 is also controllable, and we 
are done with the proof. n 
Notice that the proof of this theorem also gives a construction of 
.&Bi 4 9a starting from a m_oving-average representation. Assume for a mo- 
ment that {((Y, ii)lV,, a = V,, 6) is not controllable. From [2] we know that 
every linear system can be written as the sum of a controllable behavior and 
an autonomous behavior. Using the theory as developed in the first part of 
this note, we see that (.Bi $9’s)’ = MG’(a, &))“, where M and g(a, (Y) 
are as in the proof of the previous theorem. 
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To sum up, the McMillan degrees add (when T = Z+> when P,(s) and 
P,(s) are coprime, whereas controllability is preserved when det P,(s) and 
det P,(s) are coprime, where of course (P,(s), -QJs>) are AR descriptions 
of Lq, i = 1,2. 
Related results concerning controllability (and observability) of systems 
connected in parallel, also with respect to the language in which they are 
expressed, can be found in [6] and [7]. 
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